
1) Circle all the adjectives.

The huge, deadly dinosaur roared 
extremely loudly.

2) Put the comma in the correct place.

When the bell rang I packed up my 
things.



4) Which ending would make the word 
‘care’ an adjective?

er ed s ful

3) Replace the word in bold with its 
antonym.

The day before the storm, the sea was 
calm.



5) Write each of these words as a plural.

pony key leaf

6) State whether the words make a clause or 
a noun phrase. 

1) it was an icy clear morning
2) but I didn’t win
3) a chewy, sticky sweet on the floor
4) the local bakers near my school



7) Put a prefix at the beginning of each 
word to make it mean the opposite.

load visible patient

8) Match each word to its antonym.

simple safe
risky careless
cautious challenging
individual group



9) Circle the preposition.

The barrier is open: walk through it 
please.

10) Match each of the underlined words 
to the correct word class.

Unfortunately, one child cried loudly all 
through the show.

noun determiner adverb verb



11) Circle the adverb.

We sometimes have homework to do.

12) Circle the word in the sentence 
that is a relative pronoun.

“Whoever is ready must go to the 
hall for their lunch,” he said.

must he their whoever



13) Write one word to complete the 
sentence in the present tense.

Every day, I ____ to school with my 
mum.

14) Complete the sentence with the 
correct pronoun.

When my sister and I finish school, ___ 
go straight to Grandma’s house.



15) Rewrite into the active voice.

The painting was done by my sister.

16) Circle the mistake and correct it.

You is doing the washing up tonight.



17) Write down the subject and the 
object.

Aaron is building a rocket.

18) Underline the relative clause in the 
sentence.

The postman, who was whistling happily, 
put the letters through the letterbox.



19) What has been underlined in the sentence 
below?

“Please park your bike and come into school,” said 
Miss Smith.

noun possessive pronoun
verb adverb

20) The word ‘mistrust’ begins with the prefix ‘mis’. 
Which two words can also begin with the prefix
‘mis’?

informed tidy
understood agree



21) Insert the missing colon.

I need these things to make the salad 
lettuce, cucumber and tomato.

22) State whether each of the sentences is 
written in the passive voice or the active voice.

1) Alfie was photographed by Zoe on the beach.
2) I thought that it was a very dangerous 
experiment.
3) After the argument, Alex apologised to Emma.
4) I was carried by one of my friends across the 
stream.



23) What has been underlined in the 
sentence?

Liz ate a huge handful of salty crisps.

an adverbial a relative clause
a noun phrase a subordinate clause

24) What punctuation mark has been used 
between the two clauses?

Mr Hammond is an outstanding teacher – his 
lessons are always challenging and fun.



25) State whether the present perfect or 
past perfect form of the verb has been used 
in each sentence.

1) We had seen him before.
2) They have cycled to school.
3) He has eaten his apple.
4) Tony has seen the film before.

26) Replace the underlined words with 
appropriate pronouns.

Lee was lonely, so Zac and Ben invited Lee to 
sit with Zac and Ben at lunchtime.



27) State whether each sentence is a statement or 
a command.

1) After the match, scrape the mud off your boots.
2) When you get home, you will need to wash your 
football kit.
3) I want Lee to be our goalkeeper in the next 
match.

28) An incorrect preposition has been used 
in the sentence. Identify it and write a more 
suitable one.

I sat under Mr Gregory in assembly.



29) Change the question into a command.

Would you join in our game?

30) Match the prefixes to create new 
words.

de react
dis lead
mis connect
over activate



31) Which sentence uses brackets correctly?

1) Eleven children (five girls and six boys are coming) 
to my party.
2) Eleven children (five girls and six boys) are 
coming to my party.
3) Eleven (children) five girls and six boys are 
coming to my party.
4) Eleven children five girls and six boys (are coming 
to my party).

32) Circle the words which need a capital letter.

in july, I will be visiting africa and i hope to see some 
lions.



34) Circle the incorrect modal verb and 
write another more suitable one.

Could you like to do some painting?

33) Circle the subordinating conjunction in 
each sentence.

1) Line up once the bell goes.
2) Whilst I was outside, it started raining.
3) Since I was wearing my coat, I didn’t 
get wet.


